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Extended response (25 marks) 

Assessment objectives 
This assessment instrument is used to determine student achievement in the following 
objectives: 

1. explain the contexts of production and use

4. apply written literacy skills using relevant terminology and language conventions to
communicate meaning

5. analyse the characteristics of moving-image media key concepts in stimulus
8. appraise the impact of key concepts and artistic practices in the communication of meaning.

Note: Objectives 2, 3, 6, 7 and 9 are not assessed in this instrument.
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Introduction 
The Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) has developed mock external 
assessments for each General senior syllabus subject to support the introduction of external 
assessment in Queensland. 

An external assessment marking guide (EAMG) has been created specifically for each mock 
external assessment.  

The mock external assessments and their marking guides were: 

• developed in close consultation with subject matter experts drawn from schools, subject
associations and universities

• aligned to the external assessment conditions and specifications in General senior syllabuses

• developed under secure conditions.

Purpose 
This document consists of an EAMG and an annotated response. 

The EAMG: 

• provides a tool for calibrating external assessment markers to ensure reliability of results

• indicates the correlation, for each question, between mark allocation and qualities at each
level of the mark range

• informs schools and students about how marks are matched to qualities in student responses.

Mark allocation 
Where a response does not meet any of the descriptors for a question or a criterion, a mark of ‘0’ 

will be recorded.  

Where no response to a question has been made, a mark of ‘N’ will be recorded.
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External assessment marking guide (EAMG) 
Criterion: Explaining 

The response Mark 

· indicates understanding of a key concept through a clear and detailed
explanation supported by explicit reference to the stimulus and
context statement.

5 

· indicates understanding of a key concept through an explanation
supported by reference to the stimulus and context statement. 

4 

· explains the connections between the key concept and stimulus
OR 

· explains the connections between the key concept and context
statement

3 

· describes the key concept with a reference to the stimulus or context
statement

2 

· describes the key concept relevant to the question 1 

· does not satisfy any of the descriptors above. 0 
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Criterion: Analysing 

The response Mark 

· identifies the links between aspects of
- chosen question
- key concept
- context statement
- stimulus

· purposefully links pertinent parts of the stimulus and context statement to the key concept

7 

· identifies the links between aspects of
- chosen question
- key concept
- context statement
- stimulus

· links parts of the stimulus and context statement to the key concept

6 

· identifies the links between aspects of
- chosen question
- key concept
- context statement or stimulus

· links parts of the stimulus and context statement to the key concept

5 

· describes aspects of
- chosen question
- context statement
- stimulus

· links parts of the stimulus and context statement to the key concept

4 

· describes aspects of
- chosen question
- context statement or stimulus

· links parts of the stimulus to the key concept

3 
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The response Mark 

· provides an account of a specific feature of the stimulus and context statement that links to the key
concept

2 

· provides an account of a specific feature of the stimulus or context statement that links to the chosen
question

1 

· does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 0 

Criterion: Appraising 

Drawing conclusions Mark Justifying a viewpoint Mark 

The response 

· identifies appropriate criteria for appraisal
· determines strengths, limitations and implications of

evidence from the stimulus and context statement
· provides a conclusion based on the evidence

4 · provides a range of evidence from the
stimulus and context statement to support
reasoning, conclusion and justify a
viewpoint

4 

· identifies criteria for appraisal
· determines strengths, limitations and implications of

evidence from the stimulus or context statement
· provides a conclusion based on the evidence

3 · provides evidence from the stimulus and
context statement to support reasoning and
justify a viewpoint

3 

· identifies criteria for appraisal
· determines strengths or limitations or implications of

evidence from the stimulus or context statement
· provides a conclusion referencing some evidence

2 · provides evidence from the stimulus or
context statement to justify a viewpoint

2 

· identifies criteria for appraisal
· provides a conclusion referencing some evidence

1 · provides evidence from the stimulus or
context statement linked to a viewpoint

1 

· does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 0 · does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 0 
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Criterion: Applying written literacy skills 

Terminology Mark Language conventions Mark 

The response 

· uses Film, Television & New Media terminology that is
accurate and relevant in response to the chosen question

2 · communicates Film, Television & New Media ideas and meaning in a sustained,
organised and cohesive sequencing of information

· uses appropriate language conventions that do not impede clarity of
communication

3 

· uses Film, Television & New Media terminology allowing for
some errors

1 · communicates Film, Television & New Media ideas and meaning using
language conventions that may, at times, impede clarity of communication

2 

· does not satisfy any of the descriptors above. 0 · communicates Film, Television & New Media ideas 1 

· does not satisfy any of the descriptors above. 0 
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Extended response (25 marks)

Assessment objectives

This assessment instrument is used to determine student achievement in the following objectives:

1.	explain the contexts of production and use

4.	apply written literacy skills using relevant terminology and language conventions to communicate meaning

5.	analyse the characteristics of moving-image media key concepts in stimulus

8.	appraise the impact of key concepts and artistic practices in the communication of meaning.

Note: Objectives 2, 3, 6, 7 and 9 are not assessed in this instrument.
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The Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) has developed mock external assessments for each General senior syllabus subject to support the introduction of external assessment in Queensland.

An external assessment marking guide (EAMG) has been created specifically for each mock external assessment.

The mock external assessments and their marking guides were:

developed in close consultation with subject matter experts drawn from schools, subject associations and universities

aligned to the external assessment conditions and specifications in General senior syllabuses

developed under secure conditions.

Purpose

This document consists of an EAMG and an annotated response.

The EAMG:

provides a tool for calibrating external assessment markers to ensure reliability of results

indicates the correlation, for each question, between mark allocation and qualities at each level of the mark range

informs schools and students about how marks are matched to qualities in student responses.

The annotated response:

demonstrates the qualities of a high-level response

has been annotated using the EAMG.

Mark allocation

Where a response does not meet any of the descriptors for a question or a criterion, a mark of ‘0’ will be recorded.

Where no response to a question has been made, a mark of ‘N’ will be recorded.
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External assessment marking guide (EAMG)

Criterion: Explaining

		The response

		Mark

		Notes



		indicates understanding of a key concept through a clear and detailed explanation supported by explicit reference to the stimulus and context statement.

		5

		The response will focus on one of the following key concepts

Technologies are the tools and associated processes that are used to create meaning in moving-image media production and use.

Representations are constructions of people, places, events, ideas, and emotions that are applied to create meaning in moving-image media production and use.

Languages are systems of signs and symbols organised through codes and conventions to create meaning in moving-image media production and use.



		indicates understanding of a key concept through an explanation supported by reference to the stimulus and context statement.

		4

		



		explains the connections between the key concept and stimulus

OR

explains the connections between the key concept and context statement

		3

		



		describes the key concept with a reference to the stimulus or context statement

		2

		



		describes the key concept relevant to the question

		1

		



		does not satisfy any of the descriptors above.

		0

		





Criterion: Analysing

		The response

		Mark

		Notes



		identifies the links between aspects of

chosen question

key concept

context statement

stimulus

purposefully links pertinent parts of the stimulus and context statement to the key concept

		7

		



		identifies the links between aspects of

chosen question

key concept

context statement

stimulus

links parts of the stimulus and context statement to the key concept

		6

		



		identifies the links between aspects of

chosen question

key concept

context statement or stimulus

links parts of the stimulus and context statement to the key concept

		5

		



		describes aspects of

chosen question

context statement

stimulus

links parts of the stimulus and context statement to the key concept

		4

		



		describes aspects of

chosen question

context statement or stimulus

links parts of the stimulus to the key concept

		3

		



		provides an account of a specific feature of the stimulus and context statement that links to the key concept

		2

		



		provides an account of a specific feature of the stimulus or context statement that links to the chosen question

		1

		



		does not satisfy any of the descriptors.

		0

		





Criterion: Appraising

		Drawing conclusions

		Mark

		Justifying a viewpoint

		Mark

		Notes



		The response



		identifies appropriate criteria for appraisal

determines strengths, limitations and implications of evidence from the stimulus and context statement

provides a conclusion based on the evidence

		4

		provides a range of evidence from the stimulus and context statement to support reasoning, conclusion and justify a viewpoint

		4

		



		identifies criteria for appraisal

determines strengths, limitations and implications of evidence from the stimulus or context statement

provides a conclusion based on the evidence

		3

		provides evidence from the stimulus and context statement to support reasoning and justify a viewpoint

		3

		



		identifies criteria for appraisal

determines strengths or limitations or implications of evidence from the stimulus or context statement

provides a conclusion referencing some evidence

		2

		provides evidence from the stimulus or context statement to justify a viewpoint

		2

		



		identifies criteria for appraisal

provides a conclusion referencing some evidence

		1

		provides evidence from the stimulus or context statement linked to a viewpoint

		1

		



		does not satisfy any of the descriptors.

		0

		does not satisfy any of the descriptors.

		0

		





Criterion: Applying written literacy skills

		Terminology

		Mark

		Language conventions

		Mark



		The response



		uses Film, Television & New Media terminology that is accurate and relevant in response to the chosen question

		2

		communicates Film, Television & New Media ideas and meaning in a sustained, organised and cohesive sequencing of information

uses appropriate language conventions that do not impede clarity of communication

		3



		uses Film, Television & New Media terminology allowing for some errors

		1

		communicates Film, Television & New Media ideas and meaning using language conventions that may, at times, impede clarity of communication

		2



		does not satisfy any of the descriptors above.

		0

		communicates Film, Television & New Media ideas

		1



		

		does not satisfy any of the descriptors above.

		0
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The purpose of this section is to show how the external assessment marking guide is matched to the qualities of a student response to an external assessment instrument. Only one example is highlighted for each of the criteria in the following response; further examples can be found throughout the response.

		

Throughout:

Applying written literacy skills

uses Film, Television & New Media terminology that is accurate and relevant in response to the chosen question; communicates Film, Television & New Media ideas and meaning in a sustained, organised and cohesive sequencing of information; uses appropriate language conventions that do not impede clarity of communication



Explaining

indicates understanding of a key concept through a clear and detailed explanation supported by explicit reference to the stimulus and context statement

















Analysing

identifies the links between aspects of

chosen question

key concept

context statement

stimulus;

purposefully links pertinent parts of the stimulus and context statement to the key concept







Appraising

identifies appropriate criteria for appraisal; determines strengths, limitations and implications of evidence from the stimulus and context statement; provides a conclusion based on the evidence; provides a range of evidence from the stimulus and context statement to support reasoning, conclusion and justify a viewpoint

		Tourism Australia’s “There’s Nothing Like Australia” (TNLA) showcases a variety of natural and metropolitan landscapes across the country. Launched in October 2017, the purpose of the advertisement is to engage with international and domestic travellers on an emotional level to make them interested in travelling to and within Australia. In the advertisement, Tourism Australia have not presented reality, they have used a number of filmic and persuasive techniques to represent Australia it in a postcard perfect way. They have represented a version of Australia by creating, shaping, and repositioning images of the real Australia in the construction process. Representations are constructions of people, places, events, ideas, and emotions that are applied to create meaning in moving-image media production and use. The version of Australia we see in the advertisement is not authentic or transparent. Through an analysis of the authenticity of representations in the advertisement, this paper will appraise if the advertisement has achieved purpose and communicate meaning.

To fully understand why Tourism Australia have developed this nation branding campaign, it is important to explain the contexts of production and use. As an Australian government agency responsible for attracting international visitors to Australia, Tourism Australia has commissioned a creative agency to fabricate a commoditised version of national identity. The public financing is appropriate as the campaign aligns with the Tourism Australia Act 2004 to help increase the economic benefits to Australia from tourism. The advertisement is distributed to targeted international markets and has been shaped to maximise interest in visiting Australian destinations. In TNLA, visual representations have been crafted to sell Australia. The campaign’s success can be measured by numbers of overseas visitors.

A content analysis of representations of people, places, and emotions in TNLA reveals a partisan perspective rather than representation of truth. In the advertisement, there are two sets of people — working Australians and tourists. The working Australians at 0:20, 0:36 and 1:19 are all Aboriginal. The tourists are young multicultural couples and single females in unlikely iconic locations. A wide shot at 0:09, for example shows a young couple arm in arm standing in the chilly, shark infested waters of Sydney Harbour at sunset with the iconic bridge in the background. A drone shot at 0:32 show a couple on the edge of a dangerous looking precipice. The wide shot at 0:42 of a couple strolling on an isolated sandy atoll with their personal helicopter in the background also embellishes reality and connotes exclusivity. Apart from the aforementioned Sydney Harbour shot and the wide shot of a female surfer with Gold Coast skyscrapers in the background, the places in the montage are visually stunning but isolated and inaccessible to the target market. The opening aerial shot of a rugged rocky coastal cliff with cinematic, orchestral audio aims to instil emotion rather than display an accessible place. Similarly, the long shot of seals jumping into the ocean at 0:53 shows Australia’s natural features in idealised places tourists could not go.

The advertisement’s emotional claim is contestable. TNLA is constructed to elicit emotion as feelings play a central part in the advertisements unique selling point that Australia is a place you feel. The dialogue states that in Australia “the air has more life”, “sounds touch” and “the light fills you up”. The backing music is stirring. The lyrics “It’s like love, feel it in your veins” similarly strike an emotive chord. Represented emotions are simply those that have add selling power to the advertisement. In TNLA representations rely heavily on stereotypes, iconic landscapes and emotional cliché to present a brand. The images are used to prime the audience by placing actors in favourable contexts and to influence the audience with a visually stunning first impression.

While the montage is true to the campaign’s key areas of focus with images of young people in aquatic and coastal locations consuming and food and wine, the values and ideas expressed in the advertisement however don’t reflect mainstream multicultural urban Australia. The natural features represented in the advertisement have been digitally embellished and other features of Australian identity have not been represented. The advertisement, for example, pays scant attention to major aspects of Australia’s cultural landscape such as Indigenous history and the Arts. This is because natural features are an easy sell and perceived as exotic to the target demographic. As such, what is represented to audiences amounts to a partial truth and is not an authentic representation.

Tourism Australia has changed the formula of television campaigns by constructing a sensory world of smiling visitors enjoying well-known attractions such as beaches, Uluru and Sydney Harbour. The advertisement has tried to lure audiences to “feel” Australia’s unique landscapes. Although this world is similar to those represented in previous campaigns like ‘Where the bloody hell are you” and “Throw another shrimp on the BBQ”, the premise of “A place you feel” is more sophisticated and would frame the audiences’ perceptions eliciting positive expectations.

The representation of Australia we see in the ad lacks authenticity. When representations of the nation embellish truth, claims to transparency and objectivity come undone. When representations of people, places and emotions are shaped exclusively by marketing principles, as has been the case with TNLA, it is still likely that new, first-time visitor audiences may be convinced of the advertisement’s claim and be inspired to visit. It is equally likely that those familiar with the people, places and emotions will be sceptical of the authenticity represented in the advertisement.
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